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In this paper the Casson-Gordon invariants of certain knots are computed using threefold 
branched covers. These knots provide examples of (4n +3)-dimensional doubly sliced knots which 
are not the double of a disk. Examples are also given of (4n +3)-dimensional knots which are 
algebraically doubly sliced but not geometrically doubly sliced. 
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Introduction 
A knot is doubly sliced if it can be realized as an equatorial slice of the unknot. 
Levine [6] showed that double disk knots, knots formed by unioning two identical 
disk knots along their boundary, are doubly sliced. Simple odd dimensional doubly 
sliced knots are all double disk knots. 
In [8] the author used the Casson-Gordon invariants to detect examples of 
(4n + 1)-dimensional knots that are doubly sliced but not the double of a disk knot. 
In this paper we show that the knots described in [8] also yield examples of 
(4~ +3)-dimensional doubly sliced knots which are not doubled disks. The technique 
used to detect these knots is the same as in [8] but applied to 3-fold branched cyclic 
covers. The Casson-Gordon invariants of the (4n +3)-knots constructed in [8] and 
[7] vanish for the 2-fold covers but not on the 3-fold covers. The additional difficulty 
in using higher degree covers is the added complexity in computing the Atiyah-Singer 
cY-invariants. 
This method also shows that some of the (4n +3)-knots constructed by Ruberman 
in his thesis [7] are algebraically doubly sliced but not geometrically doubly sliced. 
A knot is algebraically doubly sliced if it satisfies the Sumners-Levine condition. 
Ruberman shows in [7] that the constructed (4n + I)-knots are algebraically doubly 
sliced but not doubly sliced. Ruberman’s (4~ +3)-dimensional examples were 
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originally also believed to have this property. However, an error was found. He has 
recently found new (4n +3)-dimensional examples using Wall’s realization of L- 
groups. 
The author wishes to thank Danny Ruberman and Jerry Levine for many helpful 
discussions. 
1. Definitions 
An n-knot is a smooth oriented pair (Sn+2, K) where K is homeomorphic to S”. 
The knot K is null-cobordant if there is an (n + 1)-disk knot (B”+3, A), i.e., A is a 
properly imbedded (n + 1)-disk in the (n +3)-ball Bnt3, and a(B, A) = (S, K). The 
knot K is doubly sliced if K has two null cobordisms (B,, A,) and (B,, A,) such 
that (B,, A,) u -(B2, A,) is the (n + 1)-unknot. Necessary conditions for odd 
dimensional knots to be double sliced were found by Sumners [lo] and extended 
by Levine [6]. These are sufficient for simple knots. Knots which satisfy Sumners’ 
and Levine’s conditions are called algebraically doubly sliced. A subclass of doubly 
sliced knots was found by Levine [6]: these are the double disk knots. A knot 
(S nt2, K) is a double disk knot if (St’, K) = (Bnt2, A) U, -(Bn+2, A). 
Levine used surgery to show that double disk knots are doubly sliced but one 
can see this relationship explicitly. It is a theorem of Zeeman that the l-twist spin 
of any knot K is trivial [ 111. If K is the double of (Bn+2, A) and (Sn+3, K,) is the 
l-twist spin of K then we argue that K is a slice of K,. The equator of K, is K # -K 
which contains a copy of ( Bn+2, A). A neighborhood of this ( Bnt2, A) is ( Bnt2, A) x I 
which has (Sn+‘, K) as its boundary (see Fig. 1). 
In order to detect our examples we employ two theorems which are stated below. 
These theorems rely on the Casson-Gordon invariants which we define after the 
theorems. 
Theorem 1 [8]. Let (Szyt’, K) be a double disk knot and N a branched cyclic cover 
of (s2q+‘, K). Then there is a direct sum decomposition H,(N) = A@ B satisfying 
(i) there is an epimorphism A + B, 
(ii) if4:H,N+&isamapsuch that4I,=O thencr(N,4)=0. 
Theorem 2 [7]. Let (Szq+‘, K) be a doubly sliced knot and N a branched cyclic cover 
of (P+c’, K). Then there is a decomposition H,(N) = A@ B satisfying: 
if~$:H,(N)+2, (d=p’,primepower) with 41A=0 
or 41s = 0 then (o( N, q5)( < dim H,( N, 2,). 
Let M be a (2k - I)-manifold and d an integer. Isomorphism classes of &-covers 
of M with a specified generator for the covering translations correspond to elements 
of [M,BZ,]=H’(M,Z,)=Hom(H,(M),Zd). If $EHom(H,(M),Zd) we get 
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Fig. 1 
(a, T), such a covering with a generator. There exists an n and a 2k-manifold with 
boundary W such that (@, T) is a Z, cover of W and a( @, T) = nk(h?, T), 
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This fact is essentially that &_,(SZ,) is torsion. Let I?,( W, $) = e2ni’d eigenspace 
of T* in f&( %‘)@I@. If k is even then the intersection form, (x, y) = x*y, is Hermitian 
and if k is odd the form (x, y) = ix. y is Hermitian. Let (T(X, 4) denote the signature 
of(JIFil(W,$I). We define the Casson-Gordon invariant as 
c(M $) =; (S( w, 4) - g( W)). 
Gilmer [4] shows this invariant to be well-defined. 
An m component link of dimension n or an m-link is an ordered collection of 
m disjoint smooth oriented submanifolds of S”+*, each of which is homeomorphic 
to S”. We assume n > 2 and out links will be ordered. A link is denoted by L or 
(S 
nt2 
;L,,..., L,,). Every m-link is bounded by a Seifert surface, W. A link is a 
boundary link if it has an m-component Seifert surface W = W, u. 1 . u W,,, with 
a w, = Li. 
Let VI, . . . , V, c LY+’ (or S”+*> be disjoint codimension two submanifolds with 
trivial normal bundles. We require that V, n aDn+3 = 3V, = Li (or aV = 4 in Sn*‘). 
We call such a set (D”+3; V,, . . . , V,) or (S”+‘; V,, . . . , V,,,) a special m-tuple. 
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Given a special m-tuple we can construct a branched Z,,O. . .OZ,,,, cover of Dnf3 
or Sn+3, Mv. The multisignatures of Mv are a link invariant and if L is a boundary 
link of dimension 2q - 1 with matrix S = (A,), A, is an li x li matrix (see [S]), then 
the multisignatures are given by 
sig,(w,, . . . , w,) = 
sign(i(l- W)(-SW-‘-ST)) q even, 
sign((l- W)(-SWp’+ST)) q odd, 
where 
[wnl 0 
w= [%I I *I . . 3 0 [%I1 
iIOil = will,x,xl, and wi is an qth root of unity. 
For more details see [S, 91. 
If J is a knot, L = L, u L2 is a link and r, r,, r, are integers then [7] and [8] 
describe knots associated to .I and L denoted K(J, r) and K( L; r, . rJ respectively 
(see Fig. 2). These knots bound an (n +I)-manifold in Snt2 which consists of 
n-handles (either J or L) and l-handles. The importance of this construction is that 
(i) K (J, r) and K (L; rl , rJ are algebraically doubly sliced. 
(ii) If L, and L2 are sliced as knots then K(L; r, s) is doubly sliced. 
Fig. 2. 
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2. 3-Fold branched covers 
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We wish to describe the 3-fold branched cyclic cover of Snt2 over K (L; r,, r2) 
and K (J, r). The 2-fold covers are constructed in [7] and [S] so we only sketch the 
differences. Let NK denote the 3-fold cover of K (L; r,, r2) (or K(J, r)). Then 
NK = a W where W is the 3-fold cover of Bn+3 branched over a Seifert surface for 
K with its interior pushed into the interior of B”+‘. A handlebody construction of 
W is essentially given in [l] with necessary modifications described in [7], [8] and 
[9]. We obtain a surgery on a link description of NK (Fig. 3). Here the link 
I, u I, u 1; u 1; is formed by taking connected sums of the components from two 
copies of L and a copy of LII L, L union of a parallel push off of L. 
We now compute H,( NK). Let p., be the meridian to lj and PU: the meridian to 
I:, where the I, and 1: are the attaching regions for the n + 1 handles. Denote the 
attaching regions of the 2-handles by s, and si. The linking between the attaching 
regions of the 2-handles and the (n + I)-handles is as follows: 
s, links 1, 2r, + 1 times 
si links I: r, times 
si links 1, r, + 1 times 
si links I: 2r, + 1 times for i = 1,2. 
Fig. 3. “Surgery on a link” description of NKCL,,,.,l,. 
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In order to compute H,( NK ) we first do surgery along the Ii and 1; which yields 
a manifold with first homology ZOZOZOZ. The effect of performing surgery 
along the si and the si is given by 
o+z”-1:z”~HH,(N,)--20 
I 
2r,+l rl + 1 0 
r1 2r,+l 
=M 
2r,+ 1 r,+ 1 
0 r2 2r,+ 1 I 
where 
By performing a change in basis on each group, we can determine that 
H,(NK) = Z3r;+3r,+10Z3r;+3r2+1 
and the relation between the p’s, which is 
p,=(-(3r,+2),0), pcL=_(l,O), p2=(0,-(3r2+2)) and p&=(0,1). 
This calculation is summed up in the following diagram: 
-(3r:+3r,+l) 0 
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Suppose we have a representation of Z,, 0. . .O Z,,,, into GL( V) with V a complex 
vector space. If Ti is the generator of Z,,, then we can simultaneously diagonalize 
the T,‘s and decompose V into OEv(w,, . . . , w,) where &(w,, . . . , w,) = 
nT=, (o,-eigenspace of T,). 
If 4 : H,( N”+‘) + Z, is realized by the covering space fi + N then u( N, 4) may 
be computed using a bounded Z,-manifold 16 where 16/z, = M and ak + cIM is 
the cover J? + N. An argument similar to that in [3] yields 
4 N, 4) = sign1 E,, ~,+~,,,,,,(~,o)-rr(M)-F(~,Zd). 
The formula F($f, Z,) arises from the G-signature theorem [2] and involves data 
about the fixed points and their normal bundles. We show how to compute a( NK, 4) 
for all a:Hl(NK)+Zd where K = K(L; r,, r2). 
Lemma 3. Suppose G = @,“=, Z, acts on M and let p : G -+ Z, be given by p(n T?) = 
T7‘jYiClforc,, . . . , c, E Z. Further, let H = kernel p and suppose that Ml H is a manifold, 
then 
E H*(M,H;C)(Wi) 5 EH*(M;@)(WiCl, WIC2, . . . ) co”‘“‘) 
is an isomorphism. Here w is the dth root of unity e2ni’d. 
Proof. By the transfer homomorphism we know that 
M 
H*(M/H;C)+H*(M;C))H ’ 
I 
is an equivariant isomorphism. 
If u E EH*(M,H;~)(w’) then 
~~P*(~~)=P*T(‘J~)=w~~I~*u for all j. 
If x E EH*CM;Cl(~‘C’, . . . , w’(‘“’ ) then x is fixed by H so x = p*v for u E H*(M; C). 
Now, p*( TV) = n Tplp*u where C ajcj = 1 mod d, so 
,,* TV = n w “?i P*” = (w~‘!“!)~p*v = w’p*v. 0 
Lemma 4. Let M, be the canonical Z, 0. . .@ Z,-manifold associated to 
(S 2q+2; V, , . . , V, ) then 
sknl,,,,~, ,, / bl, : IHj/. f ,““: .c.l”,,‘l (,j=$ g u(V,)(d-2ic,)+a(M). I 1 
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The proof is a computation similar to Lemma 5 in [8] and Lemma 2.1 in [3]. 
Theorem 5. Let L = L, v . . . u L, c S2q+’ be an m-link and A, a Seifert matrix of the 
knot L,. Let W = B2qt2 u {hf}u {hTY} where the hf are 2-handles and the hfq are 
2q-handles attached along L,. Also let M = 3 Wand pj E H,(M) be represented by the 
jth meridian. If the map 4 : H, M -+ Z, given by 4(pj) = cj is a well dejined homomorph- 
ism then 
CT(M, 4) =sig,(w”l,. . . , co’,,) )+;x(d-2cj)u(Aj,+A;). 
Proof. Let y be the Seifert surface to L, with its interior pushed into the interior 
of B2q+2. As in [7] Theorem 3.5 we can calculate u(M, 4) using M,/ H where Mv 
is the canonical Z, 0. . .@ Zd-manifold associated to ( B2q+2; V) and H is the kernel 
of 6 where 4 is given by 
H,(X) A Z, 
X = link complement, 
m 
ZdOZdO.. .oz, 4(x,, . . ., 
/ 
x,) = c cix,. 
,=I 
H 
/ 
0 
Applying the two lemmas yields the result. 0 
Examples 
If S is a Seifert matrix for a boundary link L = L, u L, then the link I= 1, u 1, u 1; u 
1; derived from L in Section 2 has Seifert matrix so 0 0 OS s 0 
I I 0 -ST -ST 0.0 0 0 -ST 
If the components of L are all knots with signature zero then F( 6, Z,) = 0 and the 
Casson-Gordon invariants of K(L; r, s) from its 3-fold branched cover are 
+skLiiL(w’, w’, 0~ 
-(3r+Z)i 
,w 
+3s+2)/ 
1. 
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From [8], we know that if d =p. q, p and q distinct primes, and K(L; r, s) is a 
double disk knot then all the Casson-Gordon invariants must vanish. 
Let L be the (4q + 3)-dimensional simple 2-link given by the following matrix of 
matrices (see [5]): 
The diagonal sub-matrices specify the knot type of each component. The components 
of L are unknotted so K (L; 1,4) is a doubly sliced knot and H,( NK) = Z, + Z,, 
We therefore take Z, = Z,,, = Z, t Z,, . If i = 61 and j = 140 so that w’ = ezT”? and 
wj = e(271’r61’-20, then u = -2 so K (L; 1,4) is not a doubled disk. 
If J 4yt3 is the simple knot given by the matrix 
I 0 1 -3 0 1 0 3 0 1  
then J has signature 0 and K (J, 1) is algebraically doubly sliced. By Ruberman’s 
theorem, if d is prime and K (J, 1) is doubly sliced then all its Casson-Gordon 
invariants must vanish. The Casson-Gordon invariants of K (J, 1) arising from its 
3-fold cover are 
a=sig,(w’)-sig,(~~~~‘+~~‘)+sig,,,,(~~,~~~~~+~~~). 
Since H,(MKo,,) =Z, if we take d =7 and if i= 1 then a=+2 so K(J, 1) is not 
doubly sliced. 
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